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In Memoriam:
Stef Postma

South Africa has lost one of her most colourful and eminent computer scientists. Professor Ste/ Postma passed
away peacefully in his sleep on May 5, !WOO after a short illness. He will be remembered for his forthright views
and total integrity. Never a man to shy from controversy, he always debated his position with vigour, displaying
his extensive vocabulary at every opportunity.
Those who knew him mourn the loss of a very good friend.
Ste/ was born on August 10, 1998 in GraajJ-Reinet and matriculated from Hoerskool Linden in Johannesburg.
He majored in geology and mathematics at the University of the Witwatersrand and graduated with honours in
mathematics from tha_t university. Ste/ devoted much of his life to promoting computer science as a science and to
this end spent a lot of energy and time defining syllabi for undergraduate and honours courses at our universities.
He was the prime mover in creating the South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists (SAICSIT) in 1982, providing a professional body to represent the interests of local computer scientists.
He was also instrumental in establishing Quaestiones Informaticae (now the South African Computer Journal}
which afforded South African computer scientists the opportunity to publish papers locally in a refereed journal.
-Doug Laing
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Editorial Page

Links2Go "Computer Science Journals" Award

The SACJ production editing team received the following unsolicited e-mail:

The page at <http://www.cs.up.ac.za/sacj/>, was selected as a Links2Go "Key Resource" in the Computer
Science Journals topic, at <http://www.links2go.com/topic/Computer..ScienceJournals>.

How your page was selected:
Each quarter, Links2Go samples millions of web pages to determine which pages are most heavily cited by
web pages authors, such as yourself. The most popular pages are downloaded and automatically categorized by
topic. At most 50 of the pages related to a topic are selected as "Key Resources." Out of 50 pages selected as Key
Resources for the Computer Science Journals topic, your page ranked 19th. For topics like Music, where there
are a large number of interested authors and related pages, it is harder to achieve selection as a Key Resource
than for a special-interest topic, such as Quantum Physics.
The Links2Go Key Resource award diff'ers from other awards in two important ways. First, it is objective.
M~ awards rely on hand selection by one or more "experts," many of whom have only looked at tens or hundreds
of thousands of pages in bestowing their awards. Selection for these awards means no more than that one person,
somewhere, noticed your page and liked it enough to select it. The Key Resource award, on the other hand, is
based on an analysis of millions of web pages. Any group or organization who conducts a similar analysis will
arrive at similar conclusions. When Links2Go says your page is a Key Resource, we mean that your page is one
of the most relevant pages related to a particular topic on the web today, using an objective statistical measure
applied to an extremely large data set.
Second, the Key Resource award is exclusive. We get literally hundreds of people requesting that their page
be added to one or more topics per week. All of these requests are denied. The only way to get listed as a Key
Resource is to achieve enough popularity for our analysis to select your pages automatically. We do not accept
fees, offers of link exchanges, free advertising, or bartered livestock as inducements to add new sites to our lists.
Fewer than one page in one thousand will ever be selected as a Key Resource.
Once again, congratulations on your award! Links2Go Awards awards@links2go.com
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to introduce temporal processes and linear con_straints on naturals for solving temporal
discrete simulations problems. We first describe a new approach for solving such constraints, based on the generation
of parametric solutions. The algorithm of the solver of linear constraints on naturals, its proof, as well as a general
presentation of its implementation are presented. Then we present the main concepts that we introduce (temporal
process, process reduction, process scheduler based on solving linear constraints on naturals .. .) for temporal discrete
simulation. Temporal calculus is solved here via the resolution of linear constraints on naturals. Such constraints are
especially generated by the predefined predicates associated with temporal processes, and by the processes scheduler.
Terms used in this temporal calculus can use duration and dates as logical variables, and the resolution determines all
their values in a parametric form. The resulting programming system allows the events and activities associated with
an.application to be simulated, and produces all their possible resolution dates.
Keywords: integer programming, process, model oftemporal computation, simulation, constraints on natural
numbers, unification.

1 Introduction, definitions and
notations
Simulation is a tool which allows the behaviour of a
given system to be produced artificially (16, 17]. Its
main goal is first to model the system and then to
determine its temporal behaviour by evaluating a
schedule that specifies the dates of the realisation of the
events which describe this behaviour. In general, the
modelling activity disposes of some variables (state
variables) whose values represent the states of the
simulated system. In the case of discrete events
simulation, the state alterations arise at specific dates;
each state alteration represents an event, and it is
supposed that between two events the state of the system
remains constant (18]. The instant at which an event is
produced is called the occurrence date of the event.
Action which has a duration is called activity. The
realisation of an activity consists in executing its
starting event and in delaying the execution of its
ending event until that the simulation time reaches its
occurrence date.
Intuitively, we suppose in this paper that we have n
sequences of tasks. These will be represented by
temporal processes. Tasks can be given with variable
(or constant) duration and variable (or constant) starting
or ending dates. We suppose that some entities
(resources) of the system to simulate can be used by a
limited number of tasks. The aim of our temporal
simulation is to process these tasks, and to compute all
the temporal solutions corresponding to the values of
temporal variables.
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In this paper we present (in the framework of discrete
simulation) a simulation model, designed and
implemented over an object oriented and logic
programming language LOP (1, 3] (Section 2). The
resulting system offers some helpful tools for the
modelling phase (thanks to object and logical
paradigms), and for the computation of the schedule
(thanks to the resolution of temporal constraints via a
new method [2] solving linear constraints on naturals
(Section 3). The main concepts that we introduce
(temporal process, process reduction, process scheduler
based on solving linear constraints on naturals ... ) are
presented in Section 4. Their applications in discrete
simulation is presented in Section 5:
We denote by cf> the set of all linear polynomials of the
form: SlZl+s2z2+ ... +snzn+sn+l, where the Zi are
natural variables, and the si are natural numbers.
A system r of linear diophantine equations and
inequations (or a system of linear constraints on
naturals) is given by:
Li #i Mi, where i=l, ... , p, Li, Mi ecf>, and #i e{=,
<, >, *, :2:, =:;;}.
A transformation ro of the variables z1, z2, ... , Zn is
defined by the following application: Zi~Ni, where i=l,
... , n, and Niecf>.
A transformation ro is called a parametric solution of
the system r, if for each i=l, ... , p, we have ro(Li) #i
ro(Mi), where ro(Li) and ro(Mi) are the linear
polynomials obtained after the substitution of each
variable Zj of r by Nj. If in a parametric solution each
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polynomial Ni is a natural number, we call it a
numerical solution of the system l:, or simply a
solution. If we assign any natural values to the
parameters z1, z2, ... , zn of a parametric solution, this
becomes a numerical solution. Thus, a parametric
solution describes a certain class of numerical solutions.
The set of all the parametric solutions of l: is called the
general solution of :E.
The index of the system :E is a pair of natural numbers
(p, r), where p is the number of the equations and
inequations in the system :E, r is the number of the
positive coefficients in L 1 and M 1. We say that (p1,
ri)<(p2, r2), iff (p1<p2) or (p1=p2 & ri<r2). Dates are
represented, relative to an origin date, by the set Z of
integers. The difference between two successive dates
represents the chosen temporal unit (the second, the
hundredth of a second, ... ).
The common usual representations of dates (second/
minute/hour/day/month/year, ... ) can be easily coded in
this representation. The occurrence dates are
represented by positive dates, and the constraints
dedicated to compute them are linear constraints on
naturals.

2 Features of object oriented
and logic programming in
LOP
LOP is an object oriented and logic programming
system supporting some tools that can help the
conception and the implementation of programs. LOP is
entirely designed according to object methodology,
under the form of some hierarchical systems. Thus, it is
open to other extensions. In this section, our
presentation is restricted to a few of the programming
tools of LOP, and then we present in section 3 the new
extensions that allow our simulation model to be
developed.
The realisation of a LOP program consists in defining
a base of classes and objects to be used, and in solving
requests using this base. The classes that describe the
·structures and the behaviour of the objects are defined
in this base. A class is defined by giving its slots and its
logical methods. In addition, each class can indicate its
superclasses (its inherited classes). The predicate
defclass is used for the definition of a class as follows:
defclass(cl (supers) (slots)); where cl is the name of the
class, supers are the direct superclasses of cl and slots
are the slots of the class. The objects (instances of the
class) are defined by the predicate make-instance as
follows: make-instance(obj cl slot1 valt ... slotn vain);
where obj and cl are the names of the created object and
its class respectively, sloti is the name of the slot of the
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class and vali is the value (associated with obj) of the ith slot (slot;).
A logical method over a class can be defined by some
particular clauses, called object clauses. An object
clause has the form of a Hom clause (it has a head, and
a body composed of literals), but the literals of the body
may be methods call (i.e. message sending). The usual
literals are formed from a predicate followed by their
arguments: pred(p1 .. ;pn), and the calls of methods have
the form: Rec<-pred(p1 ... pn); where Rec is the object
that receives the method as a message and pred is the
predicate associated with the method. The definition of
a method m (over a class cl, by the clauses
clause1 ... clausen) is realized by the predicate defmethod
as follows: defmethod(cl clause1); ... , defmethod(cl
clausen); where each clausej has the form: O<-m( ... ):body; 0 is in general a variable to be unified with the
object receiving the message. The literals of the body of
the clause can be usual literals or calls of methods.
Requests to solve are composed of a sequence of terms
which can be usual literals or calls of methods. The
resolution scheme of LOP is an adaptation of that of
Prolog in the framework of objects. The reduction of the
usual literals is identical to that of Prolog. On the other
hand, the reduction of a term of the form obj<-m( ... ) is
done by using all the clauses that define m over the
class of obj (these clauses can be locally defined over
this class, or inherited from its superclasses).
We must mention here the two predicates (among the
predefined LOP's predicates) get and set, used
respectively to consult and to modify the values of the
slots of the objects. The reduction of a term of the form:
obj<-get(slot V) allows V to be unified with the value of
the attribute slot associated with the object obj. This
allows the state of the object obj to be consulted. And
the reduction of a term of the form: obj<-set(slot NV)
allows the current value of the slot slot of the object obj
to be bound temporally with the new value NV. The last
value will be restored after backtracking, and the new
one will be burned.

3 LOP's solver of linear
constraints on naturals
3.1 Different representations of the set of all the
solutions
LOP's solver of linear constraints on naturals is based
on a new approach [2] that computes the general
solution of linear constraints on naturals.
We must recall first the classical approach for solving
this problem. Given a system of linear diophantine
equations on naturals (namely: Ax = b, x e INn, where
A is a matrix of m lines and n columns, and all the
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coefficients of A and b are integers), the classical
approach aims to compute (via different methods, such
_.as integer programming for example) two bases B 1 and
,Bo, where B1 is the set of the minimal solutions (for the
component-wise order) of Ax= b and Bo is the set of
;the minimal (for the component-wise order) non-zero
solutions of Ax = O:
· B1 = { x e INn I Ax = b and ~ y e INn I y < x and
Ay=b}
Bo= { x e INn Ix :;t: 0 and Ax= 0 and j1 ye INn - {
0 } I y < x and Ay = O}
Note that Bo and B1 are finite sets, and the general
110lution of Ax = b can be represented by B 1 + Bo*,

*

where a0 = {

k

L

ki Pi I Pi e Bo and ki e II N}.
i =1
For example, the general solution of the equation 2x1
= x2 + x3 is represented by Bo = {(1,0,2), (1,2,0),
(1,1,1)}, and B1 = {(0,0,0)}. The resolution of
inequations, in this framework, consists in introducing
slack variables.
A variety of works shows how to compute a
representation of the general solution based on this
approach. A non exhaustive list of such works can be
found in [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, 13,14].
The new approach [2] is based on a constructive proof
of the following theorem.
'lbeorem: There exists an algorithm that computes the
general solution of any system l: of linear constraints on
naturals, by means of a finite set S of parametric
solutions. In addition, each solution of l: can be deduced
from a unique parametric solution of S.
This allows the computation of a new parametric
representation of the set of the solutions of linear
constraints on naturals (without adding slack variables
in the case of inequations). Unlike the classical
representation of the general solution, the parametric
representation gives direct functions representing the
general solution, without any linear combination. For
example, the general solution of the equation 2x1 = x2
+ x3 already seen is given by the two parametric
solutions:

fx.

1
X1

~x1 +x2
~ 2x1

X3 ~

2x2

Corresponding to the case where x2 ,
and

X3

are even

fx 1 ~r1 +r2 +1
ix 1 ~ 2r1 +1
~ 2r2 +1

lx,

Corresponding to the case where x2, x3 are odd .
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Note that x1 and x2 of the right hand-side of the
transformations can be seen as two new and free
variables. The general solution is obtained here by
giving to the free variables all the nonnegative integer
values.
Unlike -the classical representation, this parametric
one is nonambiguous, in the sense that each solution
can be deduced from only one of the finite set of
parametric solutions. As a counter-example, the
solution (3,3,3) can be deduced from Bo = {(1,0,2),
(1,2,0), (1,1,1)}, and B1 = {(0,0,0)} in an ambiguous
manner:
(3,3,3) = (0,0,0) + 3 (1,1,1) = (0,0,0) + (1,0,2) + (1,2,0)
+ (1,1,1).
Here is an example of a system of three inequations:
3z1 + 2z2 > 8, 2z1 < 4z2 + 7, and z1 > 2. It has the two
following parametric solutions:
Zl 0 3+ 2z1
{Zl 0 4+ 2z1
{ z2 0 z1+z2
' z2 0 z1+z2+1
This new representation of the general solution is
particularly suitable for constraint logic programming,
because it gives a direct (without linear combinations)
and incremental description of the general solution.
3.2 Algorithm
LOP's solver of linear constraints on naturals is based
on an algorithm, that we extract here from the proof of
the last theorem, called Solve(£, a}, where l: is the
system to be solved, and a is a transformation. The
initial value of a is the identity Id: Zi-+Zi, i=l, ... , n. l:'
denotes here the equations and the inequations: Li #i Mi
; i=2, ... , p. [k] denotes the greatest integer less than or
equal to k. The algorithm considers here only the
equality = and the inequality <; the constraints using
the other predicates {>, ~' ~' :;t:} can be transformed to
these two predicates, because: a) if an inequation of the
system has the form Li > Mi, we can exchange Li and
Mi and obtain the inequation Li < Mi; b) if an
inequation has the form Li :;t: Mi, we can replace the
system by two systems, by substituting the i-th
inequation by Li < Mi in the first one and by Li > Mi in
the second one. The solution of the system l: is obtained
by the union of the solutions of these systems; c) if an
inequation has the form Li :;t: Mi, we can replace the
system by two systems, by substituting the i-th
inequation by Li < Mi in the first one and by Li = Mi in
the second one. The solution of the system l: is the
union of the solutions of these systems; d) the case Li ~
Mi is analogous to c).
The output of this algorithm is a finite set of
parametric solutions representing the general solution.
Solve(l:, a.):
1) If l: is empty, Then Return a.

25
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2) Else If Lt#IMt has the form: sn+t{<, =}11n+l,
Then If such an expression is false, Then Return (), Else
Return Solve(t', ex.).
3) Else If L1#IM1 has the form: si1Zil+si2Zi2+
... +sirZ~n+t{<, =}11n+l, where r >O, siJ>O, ... , sir
>O, sn+12:0, 11n+l~ O; Then, let Pl, ... , Pu be the
numerical solutions of this equation or inequation.
Return u{i=l, ... , u} Solve(t'Pi, cx.Pi)4) Else if L1#IM1 has the form: sn+l {<, =}
11i1Zil+Tti2Zi2+ ... +TtirZif+Ttn+l, where r >O, 11i1>0, ... ,
11ir >O, sn+ 1 ~ 0, 11n+ 12:0.
Then, If #1 is=, Then exchange the two hand-sides
and consider step 3), Else,
4.1) If sn+ I < Ttn+ I, Then Return Solve(t', ex.).
4.2) If sn+l ~ 11n+l,
let cr=[(sn+1-11n+1)/11ir +IJ, and Per
Z~Zif+Cr,
Ifr = I, Then Return Solve(t'Per, ex.Per),

+suzu+Ll

{<,

+Ttuzu +M; 1 , where su>O, Ttu>O. Then, If

su<11u, replace this equation or inequation by Ll +L 1
{<, =} Ml
+(11u-su>zu+M;l , respectively. Else,
replace it by Ll +(su-11u)zu+Ll {<, =}Ml +M;l ,
respectively.
Return Solve(t, ex.).
6) Else L1#IM1 has the form: siZi+Ll #1 1ljZj+Ml ,
where si>O, 11j>O and i

'* j.

Let PI, ... , Pu; u = 11jsilk2, be the u transformations
Zi~(11jlk)zi+P,
Zj~(si/k)zj+y;
where k = gcd(11j, si), p and y are any integers that
satisfy O ::;; p < 11jlk, 0 ::;; y < silk. Let YI and Y2 be the
two transformations: Zi~Zj+Zi and Zj~Zj+Zi+ 1,
respectively.
Return u{s=l, ... , u}
(Solve(l:Psn, cx.Psn) u
Solve(l:PsY2, cx.Ps12 ) ).
3.3 Proof of the algorithm
We prove by induction on the index of the system t,
that Solve(t, ex.) ends with a finite set of parametric
solutions describing the general solution oft (see also
[2]).

26
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0, where the index of each l:6i is

clearly smaller than (p, r), and if Si I, ... , Si s is the
'
'
general solution of l:6i, then the general solution of l: is
S = {cx.6181 I, ... , cx.6181 s, ... u cx.6iSi 1, ... , cx.6iSi
'
'
'
'
s, u ... , cx.6t8t, I, ... , cx.618t, s}. Thus, by induction,
Solve(t, ex.) returns a finite set of parametric solutions
representing the general solution of l:. In addition, one
can prove that each solution of t can be deduced from
only one element of S.

The implementation of this algorithm uses several
improvements that exceed the scope of this extended
abstract. The main features of our implementation are
the followings:
1) All the equations of the form: Si I Zi 1+si2Zi2+

Return u{k=O, ... ,er-1}
Solve(l:Pk, ex.pk) u Solve(t'Per, ex.Per).
5) Else if L1#IM1 has the form: Ll

u Solve(l:Bt, cx.Bt); t

3.4 Implementation

Else, let Pk= Zi~k; k = 0, ... , cr -1.

=} Ml

If the index equals (0, 0), then ilie system tis empty. Its
general solution is Zi~Zi (i=l, ... , n).
Suppose that this fact is true for each system t whose
index is smaller than (p, r), and consider any system
whose index is (p, r) .
The main idea of the proof, in this case, is the
following: Solve(t, ex.) returns Solve(E61, cx.61) u ...

... +sirZir+sn+1{<, =}11n+l, where r >O, siJ>O, ... , sir
>O, sn+ I~ 0, Ttn+ 1~0; (cf. the third step of the
algorithm) are solved as a system, and not by solving
the first equation and substituting its solutions to the
rest of the system, and solving new systems. The
resolution of the whole system of such equations is
directly done by using some powerful heuristics
introduced for the numeration of the solutions of such
systems.
2) A technique of intervals is introduced to denote a
sequence of equations of the form L= n I, L= n 1+ I ... ,
L= n2, (L ecj,), by L=[n1, n2]. The resolution of systems
where the second numbers are intervals [n1, ... , n2]
(which appear frequently) is particularly optimised.
3) The solutions where #i e{>, '*, ~.~}are computed
directly, in the same manner as #i e{=, <}, without
duplicating the equations and inequations of the initial
system, which are given here to simplify the algorithm.
A solver based on this implementation is integrated in
the resolution scheme of LOP. The new unification
algorithm takes into consideration the terms of cj,. For
example, the unification of the two terms L and Me cl> is
transformed into the resolution of the constraint L=M.
Natural variables that appear in L and M are considered
as logical variables to be bound with the parametric
solutions produced by the constraints resolution. The
extension of the unification algorithm by this
constraints solver allows some common predicates
related to naturals to be simply expressed. For example,
one can define the clauses:
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even(2X).
odd(2X+l).
modulo(QM+R,M,R) :- R<M.
where even(N) and odd(N) test the parity of N, and
modulo(N,M,R) e~resses that N is equal to R modulo
M. Thus, one can solve the following requests:
?- even(3).
solution!: No.
?- even(4).
solution!: yes.
?- even(N).
solution!: N=2X.
?- modulo(N,3,R).
solution!: N=3Q', R=O.
solution2: N=3Q"+l,R=l.
solution3: N=3Q"'+2,R=2.

4 Concepts of temporal discrete
simulation
The goal of this section is to describe the main
concepts (temporal process, process reduction, process
scheduler based on solving linear constraints on
naturals ... ) that we introduce for modelling a discrete
simulation of a temporal systems. These concepts allow
the representation of the usual notions of events and
activities that are necessary for simulation (cf. Section
5).
4.1 The resources
Typically, a resource is a particular object (machine,
place, ... ) used by the simulation entities in order to
carry out some particular tasks. The capacity of a
resource is the number of entities which can use it
together. By default, the capacity value is 1. The
operations seize and release are defined to seize and
release resources, respectively.
4.2 Temporal processes
A temporal process is defined by the following term:
process(p,T,F,(tasks))
where pis the process name, Te~ is the current time of
the process, Fe~ is the final time of the process, and
tasks is the process request. It is important to observe
that T and F are any expressions of ~ and not only
natural numbers.
The current time of the process corresponds to its
simulation time since the beginning of the simulation.
This time progresses with the resolution of the process
tasks. The final time corresponds to the simulation time
that the process can reach when its tasks are completely
solved. The process tasks is composed of a sequence of
terms to be solved sequentially.
A request can be composed of some processes
separated by the character &, as follows:
process(p 1,Tl,Fl ,(task I)) &

SART/SACJ.. No 25 .. 2000

process(p2,T2,F2,(task2)) & ...
The resolution of such a request consists in the
reduction of its processes. A request is successively
solved if each one of its processes is successively solved.
4.3 Process reduction
The reduction of a process corresponds to the usual
logical resolution of the terms of its tasks. This
resolution allows its temporal evolution to be
represented and computed by using the following
predefined predicates:
1) delay(A): the reduction of this term increases the
current time of the active process by A. Thus, the
process process(p,T,F,(delay(A), ... )) is reduced to
process(p, T + A,F,( ... )).
2) new_time(T'): the reduction of this term allows the
current process time T of the active process to be
replaced by the new current time T'. This succeeds if
the constraint T'>=T is satiable.
The process process(p,T,F,(new_time(T'), ... )) is then
reduced to the process process(p,T',F,( ... )). The old
current time is restored after backtracking.
3) current_time(X): allows the current time of the
active
process
to
be
extracted.
Thus,
process(p,T,F,(current_time(X), ... )) is reduced to
process(p,T,F,(... )) after the unification X=T.
4) last_time(X): allows the final time of the active
process to be extracted. Thus, process (p,T,F,
(last_time(X), ... )) is reduced to process (p,T,F,( ... )) after
the unification X=F.
Observe that a process should always satisfy the
constraint" current time <= final time". For instance,
the reduction of the term process(p,T,F,(delay(A), ... )) is
only taken into account ifT+A <= F succeeds, otherwise
the reduction fails.
Another particular reduction is realised in the case of
the definition of a son process. This corresponds to the
reduction of the process: process (p,T,F,(process
(p',T',F',( ... )), ... )). This consists in separating the son
process from its father process as follows: process
(p,T',F,( ... )) & process(p' ,T' ,F' ,( ... )). The current time
of the father process p becomes the current time of the
son process p'. This reduction succeeds if the constraint
T'>=T is satiable.
The remaining cases correspond to the reduction· of
usual literals (system's predefined or user's literals).
This reduction has no effect on the temporal arguments
of the process except the resource allocation operations
seize and release. The effect of these operations is
described in 4.4.
Finally, a success is obtained whenever a process
becomes empty and the unification T=F succeeds.
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4.4 Process scheduler
If p}, ... , Pn are all the processes composing a request,
and T1, ... ,Tn their respective current times, a process is
called activable if and only if the system of constraints :
Ti<=T1, ... ,Ti<=Tn admits a solution on naturals. This
means that the hypothesis "Ti is the minimum of all the
current times" is satiable. Note that more than one
process can be activable at the same time, and at most
one process can be active at each moment.
The active process is chosen among all the activable
processes. In order to avoid favouring one particular
process, LOP's scheduler considers all the possible
choices of the active process among the activable
processes. It starts by choosing an activable process Pi
as active (after the resolution of the system
Ti<=T1, ... ,Ti<=Tn), and continues the resolution.
When it comes back to this resolution point (by
backtracking), the choice of Pi is cancelled, and another
activable process is chosen to be active. Thus, all the
choices corresponding to all the activable processes are
taken in account. This is called here the non
deterministic activation mechanism. The point of the
resolution at which the scheduler is invited to determine
the active process is called the choice point of activity.
In addition, a process can have one of the following
states:
1) Active: it is in the reduction phase. In LOP, we
consider for the moment that at most one process can be
active at each moment. (But, this choice can be "Orparalleled" to all the activable processes at the same
time). 2) Waiting: the process satisfies all the activation
conditions, but another process is already active. 3)
Suspended: the process waits for the realisation of some
conditions (for example, waiting for a resource). 4)
Finished: the process has finished the resolution of its
task.
The call of the scheduler during the resolution is
limited to some precise moments. It arises when a
process is in one of these cases:
a) Its current time is changed. b) Its tasks are
completely resolved. c) The reduction of one literal of
its tasks fails. d) The reduction of the resource
allocation operations seize and release. The effect of
these operations is done as follows: 1) If c is a resource
then the reduction of the term c<-seize() depends on the
current capacity value n of the resource c. If n>O then
the reduction succeeds and the new current capacity
value of c becomes n-1. Otherwise, the active process p
is suspended until the resource c is released by another
process. 2) The reduction of the term c<-release() by a
given process p, increments by 1 the current capacity
value of c. When a given resource c is released at a time
t, the processes which have been suspended because of
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this resource become activable, with the new current
time t.
In the cases a) and b) the scheduler determines the
activable process at this resolution phase (it takes into
account all the possible deblocked processes as well as
the newly created processes) and a new choice point of
activity is developed. In the case c) the active process
backtracks in order to explore the other remaining
choices.

5 Simulation in LOP
The resolution scheme of LOP adopts the same
strategy as Prolog. Each resolution step of a request
consists in reducing first the leftmost literal. The
imposed order of this strategy contradicts the simulation
spirit, where, in general, the activities are to be realised
simultaneously [19]. The extension of LOP by the
notion of temporal process allows this problem to be
solved. Thus, requests can be composed of several parts
to be solved alternatively. Each part can be associated
with a process and will be considered as the task of the
process.
LOP's simulation model is essentially based on the
notion of temporal process. A process is seen as a
sequence of activities (the tasks associated with the
process) which will be carried out sequentially. The
dates and the duration of the events and the activities
can be determined via the predicates acting on the
current times of the processes. Moreover, the activities
related to different processes can be realised
simultaneously. This realisation may depend on the
availability of some resources.
5.1 The events
Recall that an event is characterised by its occurrence
time and an action on the simulated system (almost a
state alteration). In LOP, the action associated with an
event can be defined by one or several clauses. The body
of each clause contains the terms allowing all the
necessary state alterations to be accomplished. An event
occurrence time T' can be indicated in the body of a
clause by the term new_time(T'). For example, consider
the class person defined by: defclass(person () (place));
the slot place can take one of the values work, home or
path according to the places that can be occupied by a
person at different times of the day, as shown in Fig 1.
home

path

I

I

7h

Bh

work

path hane

I

18h

I

19h

Figure 1: Places of a person in several times of a day.
The departures from home and from work are two
events that can be defined over the class person by the
following clauses:
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0<-start(home) :-current_time(T), T<=7, O<-get(place
home),new_time(7), O<-set(place path).
O<-start(work) :-current_time(T), T>=8, O<-get(place
work), new_time(l8),0<-set(place path).
The first clause means that a person who is at home,
leaves it at 7h and takes a certain path to work. The
second clause concerns the situation of a person at
work. For a person created by: make_instance(peq
person (place home)), one can solve the following
requests:
?- process(p,T,F,(peq<-start(X))).

solution 1: T<=7,"F=7, X=home.
?- process(p,T,F,

(per1 <-set(place work),peq <-start(X))).
solution 1: 8<=T<=18, F=18, X=work.

Fig2 shows the resolution steps of the first request. In
the body of these clauses, the term new_time fixes the
occurrence time of an event, and the term O<-set(place
...) represents the event actions. The term O<-get(place
... ) is a precondition that selects the departure place of
the person. Finally, the primitive current_time extracts
the current time of the process p. Its use allows the
introduction of some temporal constraints (T<=7 in the
first clause, and T>=8 in the second) which play the
role of preconditions on the realisation of events. In
simulation terminology, events of this type are called
conditional. Such preconditions on the current time
events are generally related to the simulated system
state at the moment of their realisations. In LOP, one
can precondition the events by temporal constraints.
This allows a better ordering of the actions to be
undertaken. In addition, in LOP such temporal
conditions can be any linear constraints on naturals
using logical variables.
x.~
.,,_(p,T,f,(a,mnt_tme(T"),T'<•7,
..... <-(plaa,home),..._dmt(7),
p.-1 <••(place pad,))).

~

procm(p,T,f,(a,mnt_dme{T'), T'> •8,
..... <-(plaa,..tJ-ll.

I r.r

I
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T<•7

I
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I
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,..
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..........

represented in LOP by logical clauses. The body of a
clause that defines an activity is composed of terms
corresponding to the starting and ending events,
separated by other terms that represent the actions
linked to the activities. The activity duration can be
indicated in two ways. The first consists in giving the
occurrence time D of starting event, and the occurrence
time T of the ending event. Thus, the activity duration
is F-D. The second way is to use the term delay(.l\) in
order to specify the duration /:!,. of the activity. For
instance, one can define the two activities "going to
work" and "going home", of the example of Figure 1 by
the two clauses:
O<-go_to(work):- O<-start(home), delay(!), O<set(place work).
O<-go_to(home):- O<-start(work), delay(l), O<set(place home).
Thus, it is possible to solve the following requests:
?- process(p,T,F,(per1 <-go_to(X)) ).

solution 1: T<=7, F=8, X=work.
?- process(p,T,F,(peq <-set(place work),

peq <-go_to(X)) ).
solution 1: 8<= T<=l8, F=19, X=home.

When delay appears in the body of a clause defining
an activity, we say that it is of explicit duration. The
argument of delay can be any term of cj> using logical
variables. The resolution determines all the temporal
values of these variables. Consider now the following
request:
?- process(p,T,F,(per1<-go_to(X),
peq<-go_to(Y))).
solution 1: T<=7, F=18, X=work, Y=home.

This corresponds to the realization of two successive
displacements. X can only take the value work because
peq is initially at home. Similarly, Y can only take the
value home because of the reduction of peq <-go_to(X).
If now we compose this request with two processes:
?- process(pl,Tl,Fl,(peq<-go_to(X))) &
process(p2,T2,F2, (peq <-go_to(Y)) ).
solution 1: T1<=7, F1=8, X=work, 8<=
T2<=18, F2=19, Y=home.
solution 2: 8<=T1<=18, Fl=l 9, X=home,
T2<=7, F2=8, Y=work.

we obtain two symmetrical solutions. The non
deterministic activation (cf. 3.2.2) allows the roles of
the two processes Pl and P2 to be exchanged. Both
processes share the object peq (communication by
shared object). When one of them changes the state of
the object, the other one realises the new activity
corresponding to the new state. '

Figure 2: Starting point of the person per t

5.3 Use of resources

5.2 The activities

Let us consider again Figl. We suppose now that
"going to work" path can be allocated to only one
person at the same time. In this case the path can be
considered as a resource with a capacity value equal to

The activities are actions that continue between a
starting event and an ending event. They are
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I. In LOP, we can define the class path which inherits
from the class resource. The "going to work" path can
be defined as an instance, called pathl, of the path
class. The activity cross can be defined over the class
path, by the following clause:
O<-crossO:- 0<-seizeO, delay(l),
O<-releaseQ.
Thus, we can solve the request:
?- process(p1,T1,F1,(pathl<-cross())) &
process(P2, T2,F2,(pathl <-cross())).
solution 1: T1+I<=T2, F1=T1+I, F2=T2+l.
solution 2: T1<=T2<=T1+I, F1=T1+l,
F2=T1+2.
solution 3: T2<=T1<=T2+1, F1=T2+2,
F2=T2+I.
solution 4: T2+I<=T1, F1=T1+I, F2=T2+l.

Fig3 shows the different behaviours of the processes
Pl and P2 in order to seize the resource path1.
The first solution expresses the case where p2 seizes
pathl after being released by pl. In this case, p2 is not
suspended. In the second solution, p2 is suspended
because it attempts to allocate the resource pathl when
pl is seizing it. This implies a tardiness, of one
temporal unit, of F2 according to F1. In the first two
solutions, Pl has priority. The two remaining solutions
are symmetrical to the first ones, and are obtained by
the mechanism of non deterministic activation.
The non deterministic activation mechanism allows
all the possibilities of resources allocation to be
generated. For example, when both processes want to
seize the same resource at the same time, LOP's
scheduler allows two possibilities. Fig4 shows the
resolution steps of the request:
?- process(pJ,7,FJ,(pathl<-cross())) &
process(P2,7,F2,(pathl <-cross())).
solution 1: F1=8, F2=9.
solution 2: Ft =9, F2=8.

In classical simulation languages, different
approaches are used to solve the situation described
below (a conflict among the processes which attempt to
seize simultaneously the same resource); processes are
often divided according to some predefined priorities
already fixed, and only one choice is made without any
backtracking. If we need to know all the possible
solutions, one should perform many simulation tests
(without any guarantee that all the solutions will be
found). In LOP, the non deterministic activation allows
the complete generation of all the solutions.
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path by two processes having the same current time

6 Conclusions, comparison with
related work, and perspectives
The originality of the simulation in LOP comes from
the use of a solver of linear constraints on naturals for
temporal calculus and temporal processes. This allows
both the formulation of the, requests with processes
using logical variables as current times, and the use of
variable duration. Linear constraints on these variables
can be of a general form, without any restrictions on
their values. The resolution determines all the temporal
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values of these variables. This can not be done in other
non deterministic simulation models (for example, TPROLOG [19]), where duration and dates can not be
formulated as logical variables. Moreover, a
supplementary non deterministic mechanism is
introduced to determine all the different temporal
possibilities for the activation of the processes.
Solving linear constraints on naturals is realised in
CHIP [4] in the framework of finite domains. The
resolution in our approach gives a finite representation
of the set of all the solutions (generally infinite) over the
infinite domain of natural numbers.
Another interesting finite description of the set of the
solutions of linear constraints on natural, using
parametric solutions, is given more recently in [15]. It
uses other types of transformations. These are less
suitable from an implementational point of view,
because of efficiency reasons, and because they do not
allow to obtain a nonambiguous set of parametric
solutions. At present, we are studying the improvements
of the efficiency of the solver of linear constraints on
naturals via the introduction of cutting planes methods
in some steps of the solver's algorithm.
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